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Key Features:

•	 Reduce modeling time 
as the software quickly 
& intelligently extracts 
and models duct, 
conduit and more

•	 Improve accuracy when 
extracting piping, 
conduit and duct

•	 easily export pipe, 
conduit or duct families 
while maintaining key 
intelligence systems to 
Revit®

•	 Be confident in your 
model accuracy with 
easy to use quality 
assurance tools

3D scan DaTa proviDEs an invaluablE wEalTh of informaTion, 
howEvEr iT can bE TimE consuming To TakE ThaT informaTion 
from poinT clouD To moDEl. TrimblE® EDgEwisE sofTwarE, a 
smarT moDEling anD analysis Tool, consiDErably rEDucEs 
ThE TimE rEquirED To accuraTEly Transform poinT clouD DaTa 
inTo acTionablE moDEls of ThE worksiTE.

flExibiliTy for ThE mEp 
conTracTor
projects vary, as do your scanning needs, 
whether you are looking to provide as-built 
information to a general contractor or 
collecting current conditions for a renovation 
project, Trimble Edgewise can help you 
extract the element information you need. 
Edgewise’s unique algorithms enable you to 
quickly and intelligently extract and model 
duct, conduit, walls, structural beams or 
other elements to be exported to popular 
modeling platforms.

finishing & qa Tools
Edgewise quality assurance tools allow you 
to check the accuracy of every extracted 
element to ensure your model is true to the 
point cloud. any poorly fitted object can be 
easily and quickly resized and adjusted to the 
points give you precise control and accuracy 
of your model. The advanced modeling 

methodology in the software allows you to 
efficiently extract and position a member 
even with heavy fireproofing.

occlusions, transitions, elbows or other 
difficult elements can slow down your 
workflow and add hours to your modeling 
project. with Edgewise you can rely 
on the unique algorithms to accurately 
connect occluded regions of pipe, join 
elbows and model transitions to move your 
workflow along. 

mEp elements extracted, modeled and 
finished in Edgewise are easily imported 
into revit as fully functional pipe, conduit 
or duct families, while maintaining key 
intelligence such as diameter, length and 
more. additionally, you are able to easily 
insert dimensionally accurate valves, flanges 
reducers or other components into a pipe run 
based on an industry specification table or a 
customer user-defined table.

Trimble RealWorks Trimble EdgeWise Revit, SketchUp, AutoCADTrimble TX8 and hand scanner

scan To moDEl workflow

Edgewise complements Trimble’s 3D laser scanners and realworks software to provide efficient 
end-to-end workflows in producing accurate bim-ready models. from scanned point cloud 
data, the software automatically detects elements such as pipes, conduit, ductwork, columns 
and beams, then precisely models them using the dimensions and geometries included in a vast 
library of common elements.
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EdgEWisE systEm REquiREmEnts

operating system microsoft® windows® 8; microsoft windows 
7 including Enterprise, ultimate, professional, 
or home premium edition; microsoft windows 
vista (sp2 or later) including Enterprise, 
business, ultimate

processor 64-bit, dual-core processor

memory 6 gb ram

graphics card opengl accelerated graphics card with 
minimum 1 gigabyte of memory

Disk space 2 gb free disk space for installation
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